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WINGS OVER PRADO
By Tom Callahan
The Wings Over Prado Scale Fun Fly Event has come and gone, and was a huge success. Despite the weather trying its best to put a damper on things, pilots and spectators alike managed to have a great time catching up with old friends, making new
ones, and of course flying.
With 55 registered pilots there were plenty of great looking aircraft everywhere you
look in the air and on the ground. It was amazing to see the craftsmanship and attention to detail on so many of the models, and Large Scale models were very popular
this year. It was also nice to see there was an even mix of Electric and gas models flying throughout the weekend.
Friday’s weather was a bit cold, and the winds kicked up a bit in the late morning, but
the rain stayed away which made for a good day of flying. By Saturday, everyone was
ready to kick it into high gear, with all the Pilot stations full most of the time. Saturdays
weather, was much the same, until about 2:30pm when the rain finally decided to hit
Prado field, But by then almost everyone had their fill of great flying. There were
some great prizes that were raffled off in a hurry due to the impending rain, but many
folks went home happy with some new toys.

The only bummer was that the evening banquet at the field had to be canceled due to
the cold and rainy weather. But that doesn't mean that people went hungry. The grill
was going from morning until afternoon, turning some of the best pancakes, burgers
and hot dogs, along with some great French fries thanks to a portable deep fryer.
Sunday made was the best day weather wise for flying and the people who remained
enjoyed the best weather that southern California has to offer and no one seemed eager to go home.
The usual group of volunteers turned up to help make the event a success, but this
time around we had many more spectators than usual. There were many familiar faces coming out to support the club, as well as some new ones coming out to see what
all the excitement was about. The PVMAC and Board would like to thank everyone
who helped make this event possible. A special thanks goes to Joni Whitsitt and
Randy Wilber for their dedication and tremendous effort in putting this event together,
as without their tireless dedication, this event would not have happened.

Here is a list of the awards Given out at the event.

1st Place Bi-Plane
Rich Pandis, Fokker D7

Not Shown
1st Place Detailed ARF
Paul Smith, A10 Warthog

1st Civilian
Kyle Goodwine, Cirrus 22

1st Place EDF Jet
Bret Hecht, Byron F-15

1st Place Multi-Engine
Keith Costas, Martin B-10

1st Place Military
Chris Wolfe, Mirage III

2nd Place Military
Chris Spangenbert, Newport 28

3rd Place Military
Gregg Minden, Tuscano

1st Place People’s Choice
Rich Pandis, F-4 Phantom
Please remember to wear your badge and to
have a fire extinguisher in your pit. These
are both requirements to fly at either Prado
or Norton. Thank you for your cooperation.

2nd Place People’s Choice
Bret Hecht, Byron F-15
We have a photo gallery up with tons of great photos provided courtesy of Larry Griffiths a.k.a. twoeleven. He has a great eye and the photos are tack sharp thanks to his
high end gear, so I know you'll enjoy them as much as I have, Thank you Larry.

If you’re a subscriber to any of the numerous rc flying related magazines, or listener of
any of the rc centric podcast, or even if you frequent the many rc flying related websites or blogs, it becomes apparent that there are numerous exceptionally large rc
events throughout the country. It also becomes apparent that every rc flying diehard
and their brother seems to be attending these extraordinary events, except you...or
me. These large events are so numerous in fact, that it’s difficult to keep track of what
each event is about or what makes it so great, especially if you haven’t been to any of
them. So I decided to put together a beginners guide to the largest RC airplane events
in the country.
As I began to learn more about these events, I was struck by how massive many of
these events really are. We just held the PVMAC’s Annual Wings Over Prado event,
and by our standards the event was a huge success. At 55 registered pilots, every area in the pits was brimming with tents, planes, pilots and onlookers. Now imagine rc
flying events with over 1000 registered pilots, and more than a couple flight lines running consecutively. Imagine events where the spectator’s number in the thousands,
the campers number in the hundreds and the collective cost of all the airplanes combined are in the millions.
In this three part series, I will attempt to assemble a beginners guide to the largest rc
flying events in the country. I must warn you in advance, like many of you, I have not
had the opportunity to attend most of these events. So my knowledge is centered
around what I have garnered from
a website, blog, forum, magazine,
podcast or YouTube. I will mostly stick to the facts, and unfortunately cannot offer much insight
into what its like to attend most of
these events. If your like me, at
the end of this, you’ll be making a
short list of RC airfields you would
like to visit throughout the country, if only just for a weekend; a
very special event weekend.

Joe Nall
This is the Big Kahuna, top banana, the heavyweight champion of rc eventsAThis is
without a doubt the largest RC event in the country, it takes place over the course of an
entire week in May at arguably one of the best flying sites in the country at the Triple
Tree Aerodrome in Woodruff South Carolina. The triple Tree aerodrome is one of the
most meticulously maintained grass runways anywhere and is pure haven for lovers of
aviation and the outdoors. It is so amazing, that It has been referred to as the “Field of
Dreams”. The Event is all about Family Friends, Socializing and of course lots and lots
of flying and over 10,000 people attend every year with over 1100 registered pilots.
Hundreds of campers with their trailers and golf carts in tow and RC gear packed to the
hilt ascend upon the grounds, and although there are a limited number of premium
sites, they do offer an unlimited number of regular sites with 2 complete bathroom and
shower houses. Many people try to get the same site every year so that they can meet
up with and enjoy the friends they made from years prior. They have several dedicated
fields for flying and each is about 2 miles apart and connected by golf course quality
grass over picturesque rolling hills. The flight lines include the Main Flight line for large
scale planes, a 3D Line, A Float Line with no size limit, A park flier line for Electric
Planes under 80”, a helicopter line, and finally a Control Line for Control Line Flying
with 3 circles. Triple Tree offers more than just flying as well. They offer Fishing in 2
different lakes, 6 miles of walking trails, and plenty of vendor tests. This year, they will
offer rides in full scale warbirds. Every evening they offer a catered dinner with each
night bringing different fair, from their famous BBQ dinner with live Sing music to the
Lowcountry Boil dinner which is a favorite In south Carolina. Joe Nall is considered a
Bucket list for many in the RC community and without a doubt is something every RC
Airplane fanatic should experience at least once in their lifetime.

NEF
The North Eastern Ohio Electric Festival which Takes place
in March at the University of Akron’s Indoor athletic Field
Which is large enough to Play a football game or run a
track meet. The event is put on by the Ohio Indoor RC
Flyers Club and features 3 days of Indoor Flying, competition, seminars and electric vendors. Some of the events
include F3P, ( Indoor Pattern Flying with Profile planes), a
Freestyle Contest, Micro/Ultralight Table landing event, Full
contact Combat, Pylon Racing, and the 3D Cube where
pilots compete by flying within a 60’ aerobatic box and
need to complete 10 Freestyle “3D” maneuvers in 60 seconds. The Field is large enough to be broken out into several flying areas including the Maine Flying Area in the center, as well as a Micro area, a heli /quad area, a 3D area
and an F3P area. I watched a couple Youtube videos of the full contact Combat flying, and I’ve never seen anything like it. They put about 3 dozen planes in the air at the
same time and everyone tries to knock each other out of the sky until the last plane is
flying. Indoor Flying is extremely popular in other parts of the country because they
do not have the year round good flying weather that we are spoiled with here in Southern California, so everyone is clamoring for any opportunities to fly after weeks of being trapped indoors because of the extremely cold weather. It is reported that there
were 150 registered pilots last year and growing every year.

SEFF
Is Americas Largest Electric Flight
festivals that takes place over an entire week in April. The festival is located at the Beautiful Mac Hodges
Field in Americus Georgia and features a flat green and almost perfect
1,700 Foot Bermuda grass runway
with plenty of parking and pit areas
for everyone. The festival is open to
just about every kind of electric plane
imaginable, and features several
flight lines depending upon your interests, including a 3d, Heli, Sport,
Multi-rotor, float plane, and park flyer,
and discus launch glider flight lines with vendor malls stationed at each line to cater to
your interests. Most of the flying at the event is open flying and it is reported that it is a
really laid back atmosphere compared to some events, but they do have a few contests scheduled throughout the week, including an “ultimate destruction” combat flying
(both day and Night), an LMR (limited motor run) sailplane competition, extreme

speed runs twice daily and night bowling. It was reported that there were over 550 registered pilots last year.

Weak Signals Show Toledo
Is North America's largest and longest running R/C model expo. This three day event
held in Toledo Ohio in April and showcases all types of R/C models including planes,
cars, and boats. Along with the all the exhibitors there is a R/C model competition,
speakers, swap shop, and an auction. Most of the large vendors are present and often
debut new products during this show. This Year they Hosted the 61 event,

WRAM
Westchester Radio Aero Modelers show is one of the nations largest hobby trade
shows and is the biggest show on the east coast. The show takes place at the Meadowlands Exposition Center in Secaucus NJ on the last full weekend in February and in
2016 celebrates the 48th annual show. The Show is definitely Aero modeling heavy,
but also features Cars and boats with over 150 vendors representing every aspect of
RC modeling. They offer a static competition with generous cash prizes, swap shop
and numerous seminars throughout the weekend.

Best of the West Jet
Rally It’s likely that many of you might have attended this event due to it being
only a 2.5 hour drive from the Prado airfield, and a few of you might have even participated. But If you haven’t Its definitely worth the drive and not something to miss. Best
of the West is one of the largest jet events on the West Coast and one of the largest jet
events in the country, and takes place at Buttonwillow Airport near Bakersfield, California over 5 days in October. Though
all Jets are welcome including
EDF, Turbine and Gas Turbine,
This event is all about very large,
very loud, and very expensive jets
powered by kerosene fueled turbines. In the latest edition of Model Airplane News, It has been said
that a typical jet setup on the tarmac tallies up to about $7-$8K,
and that’s if you build and paint it
yourself. But many pilots prefer to
have someone with more experience do this for them, and when this happens, the
costs can balloon to $10k and beyond. This event is considered a Non-Compete fun-fly
event, though they do give awards for Best Military Jet, runner up, and 3rd, as well as

Best Turbine Jet. Last Year they celebrated their 25 anniversary of the first event, and
many folks might remember that this event was held for a couple years at the
PVMAC’s Prado Field up until 2005. They have a Friday night pilot dinner and Saturday night Banquet, Auction and awards ceremony. I was not able to get the attendance for last years event, but if their pre-registration page is any indication (93 pilots
registered for 2014), there would have to be at least 150 registered pilots.

AMA EXPO
Most PVMAC members are familiar with this show, this is the largest Show on the west
coast dedicated to RC flying and is hosted by the Academy of Model Aeronautics at
the Ontario convention Center. The Show kicks off the year starting in early January
and features over 100 vendors and manufacturers of RC aircraft products, A Swap and

Shop Area, A static Display Model contest and an indoor electric demo area that is going on all day. This makes for a fun informative weekend for most of us here in Southern California and surrounding areas. It is not uncommon for manufactures and Vendors to unveil new and exciting products at the AMA show.
Every year, the AMA finds knowledgeable speakers that give talks about all aspects of
the hobby as well as speakers that are involved in some aspect of professional avia-

tion. For the last several years our past PVMAC President, Phil Goodwine and a small
rag tag team of PVMAC members, have been instrumental in the hanging of numerous
large scale RC aircraft before the event, and pulling them down after the show. New
for this year, Phil Goodwine was tasked with constructing a large multi-rotor safety area so that small “drones” could be exhibited right on the show room floor without injuring the attendees. He was able to pull this off beautifully and was a big hit, so will likely return next year. This year, the AMA awarded Phil with a nice plaque in appreciation
for all the hard work he has done over the in helping setup the show. The PVMAC also runs a very large booth every year in which we drum up awareness of our club,
hopefully recruit new members, and give away some of the best prizes of the entire
show. This year Ken Wagner, owner of the Lady Alice P-51D gave away a free ride to
one lucky attendee.
On a side note, It never occurred to me how big of a problem maintaining a large grass
runway would be, especially to the high standards that some of the fields are known
for. Well the Folks at the Triple Tree Aerodrome tackle big problems with even big solutions. That’s the biggest mowing rig I’ve ever s

Now Hiring
The PVMAC is need of a new
newsletter editor. If you have
some free time and love to write,
we would love to have you as our
editor. Newsletters go out
around the first of each month.
The newsletter editor is provided
with a free membership for the
duration of their time as editor.
Contact a board member if you
are interested.

Chuck Pozanac
President and CEO

Larry Marsh
Vice President

Steve Gamble

Ted Novak

Roy Barringer

George Pollard

Steve Parola

Tom Marcure
Membership

Jim Stout

Club Meetings !
Don’t miss out...Come join the fun!
$285 cash is given away at each club meeting!
Meetings are held the second Tuesday
of each month at 7pm
Chino Community Building

